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NEA Sanctions Examined;

1Ri]E(G(Q)]N COlLlL]E(G]E

Volume 40. No. 14.

Monmouth. Oregon. Friday. Feb. 8. 1963.

Judicature Committee
Holds First Meeting

Oregon College of Education

Foreign Schooling
To Be Discussed
Opportunities

for

going

The NEA-OEA policy of sanetions was the topic of discussion
at Wednesday
night's
meeting
of the OCE Student
OEA. Dr.
Wa I t e r Snyder,
Director
of
Teacher
Education
and
Mr.
Stewart Leek, Presi'dent of the
Salem Classroom Teachers' Association, presented
school board
and administrators'
reactions to
sanctions
and
a professional
look at the policy 'of sanctions.
Mr. Leek led off the meeting
with a definition of sanctions as
a means by which a professional
organization
might bring' pressure to bear on a superintendent,
a school board, or other administrators;
a means which might
in extreme cases require the proIcsaion al group to withhold
its
services.
Leek explained that sanctions'
would seldom be used at a local
level If a situation which seemcd to require the use of sanctions
arose in a community
or school
district, the state or perhaps the
national
organization
would be
called to investigate
the sltuation.
The larger
organization
would be better able to view the
situation
objectively and its recommendations'
or san c t ion
would carry more weight than
that of the local teachers' group.
Leek stated that sanctions might
be used when a community does
not pay high enough salaries to
attract
competent
teachers
and
so violates minimum
education
laws or when a community does

ning UCCF Forum, Feb. 10 at 7
pm in Lib. 102.
The first meeting of the aCE tion, but for direct petitioning,
The discussion
will include:
Judicature
Committee was
alleviating
intermediaries;
to what American students
should
ducted February 31. The purpose serve as a committee where par- think about before going overwas solely organizational,
where tieular problems can be aired by seas, as well as some reactions
students on comthe members became oriented as students without recourse to oth- of international
ing to the U. S.
to purpose and aims.
J er sundry
channels;
to function
Intercsted
persons are invited
Presently, Gary Corson is offi- as a committee of students in into attend.
dating
over the "Judicature In- terprcting
the Bill of Rights to
vestigation
Committee", which the student body.
has a proposed scope of action
Two
sub-committees,
then,
that includes
the establishment
have been formed to carryon
of a Student Bill of Rights and a programs of further organization
Student
Board of Review. The and action. Carol Norwood will
composition
of a Bill of Rights head the Student Board of Rewill involve several more months
view and Evan Firestone
will
of planning,
and will definitely
head the Student Bill of Rights.
not involve just "a lot of rules." Membership for work on the JuThe Board of Review is to be set licature
Committee
is open to
Collecto Coeds and Intcrcolup not only for disciplinary
ac- anyone.
leglate Knights
are sponsoring
the Sweetheart's
Ball to be held
Saturday,
February
9, in the
Student
Center
ballroom
from
9:00 to 12:00. The theme for the
dance
is "Velvet
Valentines."
The Natural
Six, a band from
Salem, will provide the music
for the evening. The Sweetheart
Cups will be presented,
entertainment
will be provided, and
refreshments
will be served. The
dress is sem i-Iormaf. Admission
- Approximately
250 people, in- more definite by this year's vis- is $1.25 per couple.
not want high enough prores.
cluding
FTA
members,
high it. For Kathy, as for any prosPat Lawler and Henry Porter ston al standards.
Leek added
school seniors interested
in at- poctlvc OCE student,
the deci- are co-chairmen
for the dance. that quite often laymen are not
tending
OCE, and advisors, Ig- sion has been made due less to Other committee
chairmen
in- really aware of the difference
nored a particularly
miserable,
the unreal picture which might elude:
Publicity,
Car 0 I y nne
between mediocre education and
rainy
Saturday
to attend
the be presented by a program keep- Nordblom;
refreshments.
Mary good education.
sixth
annual
Future
Teachers'
tug the visitors
in a vacuum,
Mobley and Chuck Hanson; deLeek stated that, in his opi nConference.
The group showed spoken to by officials-however
cora tions, Marilyn Case and Ron ion, "sanctions may be considersuch cnthustasrn as to arrive at valuable
the speeches might be
Munkers;
music, Steve Rankin;
ed an evil, but they are justified
8:15 a.m., with no events sched- -as a definite attempt to show
entertainment,
Leonard
Breen; if the longrange
program of cduled until 9:00.
scenes typical of aCE the year
programs,
Karen Olscn; inVita-Jucauon
can be improved. They
The fact that everything
went 'round.
tions,
Shirley
Boring;
chaper- make forced acquiescence .unso
smoothly
is a resounding
Several
0 f
the
scheduled
onesl Jan Beeler;
coat check, necessary and they make strt~es
compliment
to the skill shown events provided this picture:
Pat Crow and Pat Reynolds.
obsolete." In reply to a question
hy gefW£al --et+airma~ Claud+8
Fro"" 1:30 to 2~50 p:lYt.;-ihree
. Clo;Ti1g nours
101' the i:lO'fmi: frum Mr. Dortmund, co-a.dviser
Richardson,
in coordinating
the 20 rnil:iute classes were held, the tOl'ies will be extended
until to the SOEA, Leek, who attet:Idproducts
of extensive
detailed
Visitor? having been assigned to 2:00.
cd th~ Denver. NEA conventlOn
planning
by 26 committees com- escorting
aCE student
leaders
____
.__
at which sanctlOns were approvposed of interested
students, fa- according
to interest
shown in
ed, stated that the measure was
culty members,
and service 01'- major areas.
For 45 minutes in
well supported
and definitely
ganizations.
Mature and inform- the afternoon,
members
of the
not an irrational
reaction to the
cd impressions
were left by ad· faculty met with visitors in areas
United Federations
of Teachers
dresses by Dr. Leonard W. Rice, designated
according to subject
strike in New York.
aCE pl'cident, who explored the areas, and such topics of inter·
Dr. Walter
Snyder presented
necessary qualities of a teacher, est as admissions,
scholarships,
the rcactions
of school boards
by Dr. Francis Nickerson, assist- loans, employment,
how:iing, and
and administrators
to sanctions
ant to the Chancellor,
who dis· guidance.
These were informal
following
Mr. Leekls presentacussed preparation
for college, question-answering
sessions.
and 01'. Bert V. Kersh, associate
In the evening, after dinner in
IF
director of teaching research for the SC, the dorms were open to
the
Oregon
State
System
of the visitors.
There were desigHigher Education, who presented
natcd hospitality
rooms to pro·
Howard
Garrison,
associate
new techniques
in teaching.
vide a taste of dorm life which professor of cducation
at aCE,
Kathy
Crawford,
senior
at is so important to OCE freshmen
will spcak on the theme "This L
Grant High School in Portland
and sophomores.
The day was Believe" at the UCCF-sponsored
and sister of Mary Anne Craw- ended with one of aCE's Student
chapel on Wednesday,
Feb. 13,
ford
senior at OCE, could be Centel' dances.
1963, at 7:30 in the student cenconsidered
somewhat
typical of
_
ter coffee shop. When
asked
the guests. This was her second
about thoughts and experiences
visit to FTA Day at OCE, as she
leading to views which he will
attended
last year as president
express in the chapel, Garrison
of the Grant FTA club. Her inHenry Van Dyke, assistant prDspoke of a fundamental
religitention to attend OCE was made
ous background
challenged
by fessor of biology at aCE, spoke
knowledge and experience along on the topic "This I Believe'l
chapel
with the tension between an au- at the UCCF sponsored
this past Wednesday morning at
thoritarian
religion and reality
7:30 in the student center coffee
or practicality.
professor
Van
Garrison went on to say that shop. Although
A unique opportunity for pracDykc is now a mem bel' of the
"the
functional
religion
is
relatical theatre training
with acahe served
tive." He said he felt that many Society of Friends,
demic credit is offered in a sum- of our concepts are outdated and during the war in the medical
mer-study
scholarship
at the not conducive
to a full
and sCl'vice of the armed forces in
Oregon College of Education, ac- meaningful
relation between God China and Korea with a military
research
team.
When
asked
The men of lVIaaske Memorial
cording to George J. Harding, as- and man. "When we pray we asabout his thoughts
leading
to
Hall on the Oregon College of
sume
a
designated
attitude
of
sis tan t professor of speech and
in the chapel
Education
campus
are sponsorhumility.
God is not so little views expressed
service,
Van Dyke stated,
"It
drama.
ing a Giant Western Breakfast
that he demands
subservience.
The scholarship
is titled the WIlen one begins with the con- seems to me clear that military
on Saturday,
February 9 from 8
Phi Beta·Pentacle Theatre Schol· cept that religion is personal, he action is not a safe policy for
to 11 a.m. in the new Student
arship, and is givcn by the Pi is freed from saying those thi llgS any group. The important values
Centcr Building.
of life-survival
of the respect
of Phi Beta which are 'proper' or 'acccptable'
The proceeds will be divided Alpha Eta chapter
for the individual and opportunprofessional
between the Maaske Hall Schol- in Salem, national
and has a different orientation."
ity for all individuals-will
not
of music and speech
arship fund, the OCE All Camp· fraternity
"I-low do religion and educa- be afforded
by military
force.
us Drive, and the Polk County for women.
tion tie together?
The goal of There is a scientific
basis for
Designed to cover tuition for religion, as I see it, is not really
United
Youth Fund,
which
is
of all individucomposed
of Boy Scouts,
Girl two or three credit hours to be contrary or. opposed to the goal the consideration
als."
_
participation
in of education.
Scouts and Campfire Girls in the carned through
In fact they are
"Religion,
too,"
said Van Dyke,
plans and play production at the completely
Polk County area.
compatible
as long
the
interdependence
Tickets
are
one dollar
for PentaCle theatre, the scholarship
as religion is thought
of as a "concerns
is open to any junior or senior search. If religion is thought of of life. To be human is to be inadults, fifty cents for students
level woman student enrolled at as closed and fixed dogma, it volved in a search for meaning.
under 12, and free for children
session is contrary to education. It clos- Who am I? Why am I here'?
under
six years
of age. The OCE for the summer
What is my purpose? These are
breakfast
includes
"Willamette
theatre seminar.
es doors and it need not."
the questions of all human beSelection
of the candidate
is
Valley
Pancakes"
or
French
"The
fundamental
religious
beliefs are
toast, choice of fruit or tomato made by the OCE faculty schol- activity is searching
not l{now- ings. An .individual's
upon recom- jng. When one has answered all derived from all aspects of his
juice, butter and log cabin syrup, arship committee,
information,
facts,
of the professor
in of his questions his religious life experiences:
and choice of bacon, ham, or mendation
knowledge derived from scholarsausage.
There will be gallons charge of the dramatic arts, ac- is dead."
ly experience as well as the reof hot coffee for the adults and cording to Prof. Harding.
,lligjous
or direct experience.
I
Scholastic
requirements
in·
hot chocolate for the kids. All
r
have the view that there cannot
grade
you can eat for one dollar. The elude a 3 point cumulative
be any separation
of these two.
Advance ticket sales for the
general
public, as well as stu- point overage in speech courses,
In order for life to be useful
and a minimum 2.5 GPA in all
dents and faculty arc cordially
Winter
Term play
(Scapjn)
othcr courses.
invited.
started
Monday, February
4. there must be an interrelation.
This is tortuous, but one must
Applications
for this scholarInformation
01' tickf'ts
may be
They may be obtained
from
always learn and be open to the
be made to Prof.
secured through Frank C. Clore, ship should
Mr. Robb. General admission
truth. I feel the importance
of
Harding, and interested
persons
,President
of Maaske
Memorial
is 80c, student admission 25c.
l'C'speeting and living with a var·
may write or call him at the
Hall, Monmouth,
or telephone
L
.Ili,ety of people."
Oregon College of Education.
575·9597.
1

con-I

I

Ball Planned
February 9

<

to

school in other countries will be
presented
at the Sunday
eve-

To SOEA'Members Wed.

Dr. Rice-Dr. Nickerson
Speak To OCE Visitors

!

I

Garrison
To Speak
To UCCF

Maaske Plans
Pancake Feed

Summer Theatre
Seminar Planned,
New Scholarship
Now 'Available

Van Dyke Is
Speaker At
UCCF -Chapel

I tion.

He suggested
that school
board members
may be local
teachers in conflict with their 10cal administration
rather than a
larger professional
organization
bringing the pressure of an entire. profession
to bear on unethical
01' sub-standard
school
practice.
Also,
because
most
teachers
and school boards are
csscntlal ly con.servativ~,
sanetions may. be Viewed With some
apprehension.
Snyder
stated
'that
school
boards may be somewhat
conccrned with sanctions,
but that
they do not generally seem opposed to the policy or to professional organizations.
He added
that while superintendents
have
said very little about sanctions,
he has detected no negative reaction. from those ~ith whom he
has discussed the Issue. Snyder
alco commented
that
sanctions
~eemed. to ~e "the most promtslJ1g duechon
the
professlOn
..<

could take."
Dr. Anderson acted as moderator for the discussion
which
followed,
from
which
several
pertinent
points emerged:

1. At presen t, the NEA and
OEA have no machinery for removing
members
found unprofessional. They have little discipline because they have been per.
haps over-concerned
with large
membership.
2. Sanctions might well be.
come a national weapon for the
defense of better education.

3. The OEA should

I

perhaps

take the lead by encouraging
local teachers
groups to use the
facilities of the larger organization when they become Involved problems
which might
be
solved by the use or threat of
sanctions. Small teachers groups
may lack either the courage or
the leadership to take the initlative themselves.

'Hawaii Night'
Dance Slated
February 16

Ensemble
To Present
Concert

Janice M. Masuda, 20, a 1960

The OCE Music Department
has announced the first in a series of Monday night concerts
will be held February 11, 1963,
at 8 pm in the Recital Hall. At
that time a Woodwind Ensemble Recital will be presented.
Mr. Dave Wallace, assistant
professor of music at aCE, has announced that the program will
consist of various woodwind ensembles from the concert band.
Included in the program will
be a flute
quartet.
saxophone
quartet, woodwind quintet, sever"dl clarinct
quartets,
and a
woodwind octet.
Selections will include a satirical suite of popular tunes called "For the Birds," a suite by
Tchercpnie,
a contemporary
arrangement
of two spiritualsl
a
selection from Mozart, and the
"Appalachian
Dance" by' Walker, as well as other numbers.
Mr. Wallace is pleased to present this first recital to show
the rapid advancement
of the
OCE Music
Department
and
partiCUlarly the relatively
new
department
of Band Music.
Future plans for this series of
Monday night concerts include a
piano recital and concert band
recital. Other recital plans will
soon be announced
according to
the Music Department.

graduate

of Kausai

High School

and a junior at the Oregon College of Education in Monmouth,
Oregon, will be program chairman 101' a Hawaii Night Dance
to be presented
at the student
center commons here Feb. 16.
Included in the program' will
be dances representing
the various stages
of Hawaii's
history
from the chant to a "hula twist."
A major in elementary
education, Miss Masuda is carrying a
minor in mathematics
and sci·
ence. She is vice-president
of the

O£:E Hui Q...<\loha &!ub '!.nd_a
member of the Conecto-~oeds, a
girls' service honorary society.
In high school, she was active
with YWCA and the Pilgrim Fellowship
at the
Koloa Union
Church.
Janice W the daughter of Takeji and Shigcko Masuda of Ko·
loa, has three sisters,
one of
whom attended
the University
of Oregon, and a younger bro~
ther. She like$ to sew and do
"domestic things," enjoys music
and literature.
She plays, of
course, the ukelele.
Active in school and commun·
ity affairs, she plans to teach,
probably in Salem, the Oregon
Capital, for "a few years," before
returning
to the islands.
More
than 30 students
from Hawaii
are now enrolled at GCE.

Polk County Rep.
To Speak Here
On Wednesday,
February
13,
Joe Rogersl Representative
from
Poll{ County, will speak on campus at 6:30 p.m. in the Student
Center
Conference
Room. The

OCE Young Republican Club has
asked Mr. Rogers to speak on the
topic of taxation, which is a major issue in this year's legislature. He will speak following a
Y.R. business
meeting
which
will will be held at 6:00 p.m.
This event will fall one day
after
the
Young
Republicans
take a trip to Salem to view the
legislature
in action. A Legislat-ive Day has been planned for
February
12 with several cIlibs
participating.
Clubs will arrive
in time for 10:00 a.m. sessions of
the House and Senate. At 11:30
they will meet with Secretary of

State Howell Appling Jr. and at
11:<15 with

Travis

Crossl

the

Gov:ernor's secretary.
At noon
there will be an informal lunch
with legislators.
At 1 p.m. the
clubs will visit legislative
com
mittee hearings
and at 2 p.m
visit a "Legislature
in Action'
panel at which there will be
the press, a lobbyistl a legisla
tor, a Legislative
Fiscal Officer
and a representative
from the
Governor's
office.
Again at 3
p.m. the clubs will visit commit
tee hearings.
The OCE Young
Republicans
will attend a joint
meeting
with
the
Willamette
University
Y.R.'s at 7:30 p.m.
that evening in the Marion Ho
tel. The joint meeting,
which
will be held in the Governor's
Room, will have as guest speak
er Representative
Dellenbaeh
of
Medford, Chairman of the House
Constitution
Revision
Commit
tee.

aCE Reading And Study Skills Center Schedule
11:00-Mon.·Wed.·Fl'i.

Reading

CRate, Comprehension)

11:00- Tues.· Th urs

Spelling

The Center will be open at these times to aid anyone
would

HIm to improve

these

basic skills.

Who
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lhe SOEA And Sanctions:
.A .Professional Approach
• Wednesday
desk
.

in the

cuss ion of
our

time

night

Lamron
NEA and

well

we

abandoned

office
OEA

to

attend

sanctions

our
the

cluttered

SOeA's

policy.

dis-

We found

rewarded.

Mr. Ste';"art
leek.
President
of the Salem
ClassrooQ1Teachers
Association,
presented
a lucid description of the present
sanctions
policy,
its history
and
its expected
future,
and Dr. Walter
Snyder,
Director
of Teilthe.r Education;'
added
liis comments
on the reactiOIl.of
,

school

boards.

and

administrators

to the

pol-'

icy.
His p'resentation
was followed
by a remarkably
relevaht
discussion
moderated
by Dr. Anderson.
The
tone of the meeting
was one of serious,
rational
examination-the
punch
and cookies
were on hand,
but
they were not attacked
until the more important
concerns of the organization
haq been dealt with.
ed

At one point in his presentation
Mr. leek remarkthat many laymen
did npt understand
the differ-

ence

between

tion.
teachers

mediocre

We were
are

also

tempted
unaware

education
to mutter
of the

and
that

good

educa-

a good

difference,

but

many
per-

haps
such a comment
would
not really
have
been
appropriate-if
the SOEA continues
to present
programs. of this calibre,
perhaps
more
aCE graduates
will be able to define
the standards
of their profession-and
perhaps
they will have a profession
to define.

LETTERS.TO THE
EDITOR
Farewell

Council Meets Briefly;
Exec. Nominees Rare

From Miss Woo

I.

To the Faculty and
St'udents of QCE:

Student Council had a rather norted it will help establish
an
In a letter to Council, Frank
brief
agenda
Monday
night. 'tll-school booklet listing prob- Clore suggested
publication
of
terns from each
school.
The "Wolf Calls" be discontinued
be42 days to go! This is a corn- Business
included
nominations
man statement
you
probably for Executive
Council officers, booklet should be ready in three cause Ie doesn't sell. Frank, edtweeks.
tor of "Wolf Calls" reported over
hear now and then. Actually, I and reports from the Judicature
Council also appointed several 300 copies were unsold.
have mixed feelings of leaving committee
and the Legislative
A committee
for
Finally, it was announced that
the States. I feel happy, and am committee. Most significant
item committees.
Council
Scholarships
Dorm retreat will be May third,
anxious
to return
"home",
a was nomination
of Executive Student
place I have not seen for the Council
officers
for
1963-64. will look into ways to raise fourth and fifth. Council retreat
last five yearsvIt will be terrific Darth Miller and Ron Russell money. A committee will work will be May tenth, eleventh, and
Prestto see my friends and relatives
~ere nominated for ASO~E pres- out ways and means of estab- twelfth. Pacific Students'
.
ident: Bruce Blackman, fust VIce lishing a Student Council facul- dents Association will meet May
again.
h
th
h
d I f I
d [prestderrt: Dick McIntyre, second ty night during the Winter term. I first to fifth.
On. t. e 0 er
an,
ee s~
vice- president; Dina Herrala, reand l~ IS hard to leave, Oregon
cording
secretary.
Nominations
especially OCE. Here In OCE, I b petition will be open untll
have cultivated ~ true friendship
F~iday,l February 8, at 4:00. Cam.
a~d understanding
with you. It paign speeches
will be heard
WIU be hard to leave you kn~w. F b
12 at 7'00 p.rn. in the
ing that thechance
of seemg
e r.uary
,
.'.
you again Will be very slight. mUSIC hall audltoflum.
(Now, Miss M. Mobley, not that
Gary Corson rep~rted on the
I don't like your idea, but we _progress of the JUdlc~t~re c?m.
have to think realistically.)
Let's mittee. It has been dlvl~ed mto
Ed. Note: The following story' This is a departure from the trahope our friendship
will not two subgroups.
Evan Fuestone
is reprinted'
from the Portland ditional procedure of consulting~
come to' an end after I leave.
is chairman
of the subgroup to Oregonian of February 3. 1963. It with the teachers' organizations,
"E a c h student
contributes
draw up a stude~t Bill ?f Rights. might be of interest to aCE stu. one which. will lead teachers to
something
of themselves
to the Carol Norwood IS chalfm~n
of dents. because unless vast chan. reevaluate
their own relation.
college during their stay. This the
subgroup
to orgamze
.a ges are made in educatiop with-. ships to these organizations."
becomes a permanent pa'rt of the Board of ReView. Gary Co:son IS in the next few years. this is pre. Ideas Criticized
college climate ... " w'rote Dr .. acting.tthea:
~~. t~e Ju~~:~ur~
cisely the situation
in which
The teachers
then
criticized
Glogau. I hope earnestlY tnat my comm~ ee 0.1'
IS erm.
en ')'raduates' may find themselves' the recommendations
made by
s.tay here herped to develop a CounCIl nommate~
Gordon ~tur. ·,nvolved.
the superintendent
to the board.
better
understanding
between geon to the .commlttee .. Meetmgs
The faculty
of Washington
They objected to:-The
possithe East and West. I pray, please are on the fIrst and thud Thurs: High School has voted
strong bility the amount
of the raise
do not judg~ an Chinese on my days at 6:30; 141 North Mon- disapproval of the solicitation
of the teachers
are to get hinges
behavior. Remember that I am mouth street.
. funds from school personnel for uartially
upon successful
passonly one of the few millions of
The Legislative committee re- the promotion
of the April 26 age of the special levy;
Chinese. I have my own faults
. special school levy.
-The
s a I a r y differentials

Wash. Teachers Dislike
"Voluntary" Contributions

too.
Gojng to college is not a com·
pletely smooth roap. I had my
ups and downs as some of you
may be experiencing
now. Keep
that chin up and take courage,
"Where t.here's a will. there's a
way," a wise man once said. My
special thanks to the Chancellor
R. E. LieuaUen and his family
in keeping me for my fir~t two
years of college. Then to the Annand, Boone and Lei Architects
"or their scholarship
during by
Freshman year. I will always be
-rrateful to the Stat€" Scholarship
"'fJmmittee members
for recom·
mendations for the four years of
qtate Scholarship
award. I will
,\p.ver forget the Social Science
Department
in
helping
me.
Thank;s. again, Mr . .Noxon, Dr.
<\nd~rsPn, Dr, Charles and Mr.
Hess. Mrs. Hofstetter.
Head Li·
brarian, I am thankful to you for
1tiring and keeping me as stu·
d t h I·
en
e per, In .your d epar tin e nt ~
It will be impossible
for me
to thank you' each l'ndl·vI·dually.

Halnes
· W rites
•
H
B00 k
I orse
II

Dr. Francis
Haines,
Oregon
College of Education
professor
of social sciences, just returned
"rom Fort Worth, Texas, where
a gala opening introduced
his
l1ew book on "Apaloosa:
The
~notted Horse in Art and HisEnglish Teachers And HlImanities Majors Note:
tory," reports widespread
inter·
est in the new volume and a
According to a recent article in Oreqon Education
Sunset
"uccessful opening.
High School at Beaverton is one of 84 schools in the United
'-The book was published
by
States. and the only school in Oregon, currently on the honor
the Amon Carter
Museum
of
roll of th~ National Council of Teachers of English.
Citation
Western Art in Fort Worth, and
was made for reducing the teaching load in English.
Reduc·
was introduced
in conjunction
tion of student load, according to Montana Rickards, depart.
with an exhibition
of Apaloosa
ment chairman, permits more time fot: student writing, better
in art at the mu~eum.
instruction
and planning,
and better evaluation
procedures.
More than 75 people attended
a dinner given in honor of Dr
and Mrs. Haines at t h e f amous
Cattleman's
Steak House in Fort
.
Worth prior to the opemng.
Taking this oppo.rtunity. may I
Several hundred attended
the
express my thanks
to all the opening of the exhibit and purstaff members in the Adminis. chased books to be autographed
+rative, Art, Audio·Visual,
Edu- Iby Dr, Haines.
cation
a,nd Psvchology,
Health
According to Dr. Haines, at
:'lnd Physical Education, Human- ten dance
was
by
invitation
The Lyric Foundation for Traditional
Poetry Award of one
lties, Library, Music, Science and only.
"This
was
apnarently
hundred dollars will be made ·for the best or~ginal and unMathematics,
Social
Science, necessary,"
Haines
said.
"in
~tudent Teaching and Supervis.
d
'th'
published poem of 32 lines or less, written in the tradjtional
:J
order
to
keep
atten
ance
WI
In
manner by an enrolled undergraduate
student in any Ameri·
ng Departments
for your friend- the capacity which could be ac
can or Canadian college or university.
There will also be a
ship, experiences,
and knowl· cOfYlodated at the museum:'
~econd prize of fifty dollars and ten honorable
mentions,
edge that 1 acquired from you
The opening
was a "cham
~nd that I will always treasure
TJapne and caviar" affair, with
each ih the amount o"ftwenty-five dollars.
An added honor.
'·hroughoutmy
life·c,ociety
peonle from many cities
arium of one hundred dollars will be made to the Library
To the graduates
0:( 61, and. in
the
nation
present.
The
of the college in which the student is enrolled provided that
~?, I will always c.herish the as.. Apaloosa,
p?-rticular]y
because
library is on the list of the subscribers to The Lyric, a mag·
sistance you have. given during I"Jf the Apaloosa
Horse Club
azin~ of poetry.
my Fresbman
and Sophomore which
is nationwide,
has at
vears .. Class of 63, I will remero'. -I-racted
considerable
interest
Poems should be mailed not later than June1,1963,to
ber you always; the tun we have down through
the years, and
The. Lyric, Bremo Bluff, Virginia.
Mark each envelope "Col.
had, and the apple polishing we r-tppears to continue to draw in
lege' Contest."
'lave had for the, last years. I terest
and attention
of horse
will be thinking' of you when lovers everywhere,
along with
Contestants should be sure to mention the name of their
+_he time for' graduation
cere· historians and others in the arts
college or university.
mony comes. I feel very sorry in·
This was also the occasion for
Contestants should keep a copy as no poems will be re-.
deed, for not being able to par· the premier
presentation
of a
ticipate in this event. My special rlocumentary
film on the Apa
turned.
wish for you, classes of 64, 65, l_oosa which was produced by a
The winner will be announced in the- Autumn 1963 issue
and 66. - a very successful
and 'lrivate firm. and which is the
of The Lyric.
'"lright future. I hope my help first comprehensive
film pre
'luring Freshrpan W~ek the_ last "entation
of the famous breed
This award is made in memory of Mrs. Virginia Kent
~hree years has not done any of horses which has been made
Cummins, Founder of The Lyric Foundation
and for several
damage to your attitude of aCE. The film will be available
for
years Editor of The Lyric mag,azine.
aCE certainly is located in the ~oan
through
the
Apaloosa
best community.
I thank
the HQrse Club in February.
house mothers and friendly res·
The dinner at which Dr. and
r
-,I;dences
for your cooperation and Mrs. Haines were the honored
r-------------,
friendship.
~ests
was
attended
by the
Last but not least, I want to '1oard of directors of the club
invite you to come to visit me "'nd the staff of the museum
!f you have an opportunity
to "'nd selected
guests, including
Maia
Street,
ladepeadeace
Headquarters
For
John
Ju~tin
of Fort
NYLONS
77e ~ome to Hong Kong. (Just say Mayor
~hat you are from aCE. Mon- Worth, who was main speaker
n.V.D.
V4LENTINE
'"'louth, or even from Canby!)
This is the first time in re
T·SHIRTS
66e
May our friendship
last and ~orded history that a museum
Candies
BRIEFS
88e never die. "Best always" to you. J,as built an art exhibit around
Your humble friend from Houp' 1. breed of horses.
For The HOUSehold
Cards
"The Analoosa
has attracted
SPRAY STA1ICH
2 for 8Be Kong, CECELIA MARION WOO
P. S. Please have patience with '"\rUsts throughout
history
be
OVEN CLEANER
77e
Gifts
'"!le. I will never give up hope cause it can be painted
in a
WOOLITE
660
my (foreign Ian· 'vide variety of colors and color
I, S & H GREEN STAMPS
AREO FLOOR WAX
_ 66e 'n improving
,;uage) Thanks.
English. 0.9 excuse my has
'1atterns.
art
&0.
"'
-"errors.
long The
been Apaloosa
associated in with
i

Announcement
Of
Collegiate Poetry Contest

1,;.---------------------------_11

I

Modern Pharmacy

King SSc Store

The faculty adopted a state- among the levels of educational
'""C1ent
calling the collection "con- achievements;
trary to the public interest and
-Plans
for withholding
annuAmerican political traditions."
al increments
at the discretion
The statement
continued,
flIt of the principals.
creates the undesirable
situation
Barnes said the salary recom.
of forcing the teacher to choose mendations
are only "tentative"
between
his obligations
to his and the board will withhold fi.
occupation
and his responsiblli.
nal judgment
until the 1963-64
ty to freely express his views as budget is presented to them.
an individual
taxpayer and voter.
Recording Hit
"Albeit funds are being solicited as voluntary
contributions.
the
recording
of names
and
amounts
contributed
constitutes
de facto compulsion.
Moreover,
the procedures outlined in your
instructions
discriminate
against
the individual who, for whatever
reason, may want to oppose pas· OWNER OF STOLEN CAR NOT
sage of the levy measure.
. .
I.IABLE FOil DAMAGES
'-'Funds collected for a previous
Gillis
left
his
automobile
school levy campaign
were, in parked and u,nattended
on the
our ]'udgment not fully account.
street.
He failed
to .lock the
.
. .
car andkey
faIled
reed. for.
That , fund:ralsmg
cam· I doors
move of
thetheianition
fromto the
h d
t
ffect up
n
palgn
a a ~eg~ Ive e
. ignition. Butler stole the Gillis
on the pubhe
Image
of the car and drove it away. Plaintiff
teaching
profession."
was struck
by the Gillis car
Supt. Melvin W. Barnes Satur- while it was being driven negliday said he had not received agentIy
by Butler. Plaintiff sued
copy of the teachers' request to Gillis for personal in.iu.ries.
rescind plans for the collection.
A state st3;tt~te prov,lded that
P
t·
Nino
person dnvmg or In charge
rae
orma..
.
a motor
shall without
permit
He lC~
saId the
sohcltatlOn
of cam· of
it to
stand vehicle
unattended
.
f
d'
no
al prac
palgn
un s IS a
I'm
. first stopping the engine. lock.
tice. f'Public funds may not be ;ng the Ignition and remOVing
used. We don't know any other the key.
way of conducting
such a cam.
*
paign of public information
than
THE COURT HELD:
A car
one that does cost some money." owner who violates a statute by
School officials have empha.
leaVing his car unattended
with
sized there is no compulsion
to the key in the ignition is not li.
able for damages
caused while
give.
The teachers
also aimed two the car is being driven by a
thief. The act of the thief in
'Jther barbs at Barnes.
through a red light at
They deplored his decision Hto running
an intersection
at a reckless
"l1ake unilateral
salary
recom- rate of speed was an interven·
mendations
to the school board. ing agency and superseded
the
original act of negligence of the
car owner;- (Permenter v. Milner
heroes, legendary
figures,
and Chevrolet
Co., 91 So. 2d 243,
demagods."
Miss, 1956).
With a smile, Dr. Haines said,
"In
fact,
just
about
every
famous rider in history has been
pictured on' an Apaloosa, except
perhaps, Lady Godiva."
Dr. Haines' book is available
from the publisher, and at local
bookstores.
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Gold Abandons 'Bad News From Vienna'
Love

& Like

-

Herbert

Gold

By ANSELM GR'ONICHER
At the outset, let me say that
this is not to be a review in the
ordinary
sense of the word;
rather than pass judgement
on
Mr. Gold's ability
or inability
to write a story which fits my
own
prejudices
as
to what
second sentence must follow his
first, I propose to look at-re~
view-the- conclusions brought to
mind by the collected fourteen
stories.
John Steinbeck once lamented
that he was hurt to discover
that, despite hints and outright
plagiarism
of literary
"tricks,"
no one noticed that his Tortilla
Flat
was actually
a modern,
earthy version of Idylls of the
King: more recently, T. S. Eliot
remarked
that he was amused
by all the influences ascribed to
his Cocktail Party. the more so
for the reason
that
no critic
guessed
his actual
inspiration,
the Eumenides.
In order to be
Ifair-and
possibly
to protect
himself from sniping by insult·
ed critics who might mention
his failure to enlarge upon or
improve his source's work-Eliot
remarked
that "discovering
the
source of a work, its inspiration,
is not the job of the critic."
Gold's work is introspective
in
the extreme, from use of the first
person throughout
tQ the
very

In Reply To Mr. Panasenko
Mr. panasenko's "Conversations" are really rather remark.
able. He is honest enough and skillful enough to present his
views about God, Man, and the Devil with sufficient straight.
forwardness and ambiguity to show us at least something of

his concern and confusion over an extremely important
lem. That problem is the relationship
of Christian
reality and the practical effects this should bring

Man.

0 eEL

prob-

faith
about

to
in

.

Obviously this is not the place to attempt a full explanation of my views on this problem. However, I don't think that
a series of articles such as "The Prince of Peace" should be
ignored by responsible Chrlstlans., For the sake of brevity, I
would like to take issue with Mr. Panasenko
on only three
main points.
, First, he presents the literal translation
of the Hebrew word
Nefesh as a "good joke on the true believers."
Certainly it is
not such a new and surprising discovery that the Hebrew Ian·
guage was based in concrete expression.
This is simply the
most clear, concise way of communicating
spiritual
truth:
"My soul (my own person-the
very blood of my veins) thirst·
eth for God, for the living God." Notice Christ's statement
in
John 3:12: "If I have told you earthly things and ye believe
not, how shall ye believe if I tell you of heavenly things?"
I am afraid that this, among other remarks in the article,
points to a certain naivete, not neces~arily in Mr. Panasenko's
own answer to Man's religious need, but certainly in his ap·
proach to Christianity.
In the second place, if I were to tell someone about a per·
son with whom I am in love, and the person that I tell has
doubts that I am speaking of a real person, the second most
effective way of convlncing him of my love's reality is to have
others whom he may respect tell him that they also know and
love this person (Christ).
This is the reasoning on which the
magazines spoken of by Mr~ Panasenko are based, not on some
vague equating of truth and prestige.
Finally, Mr. Panasenko
makes the statement
that he has
Unothing at all against those that believe, but also have reo
spect for the thoughts of others."
In context, this statement
is ambiguous.
Apparently
by "those that believe" he is referring to Christians, yet true Christianity
cannot be "forced
on others" without denying its own essence.
Therefore, true
Christianity
is never forced on someone, and ~o cannot be
validly blamed for the kind of action he implies.
On the other
hand, for a Christian to "respect" another belief to the extent
that he feels no responsibility
for bringing others to a per·
sonal knowledge of Christ would also be a denial of his own
faith.
As a Christian,
I can and do respect others in their
search for fulfillment.
But I see ,DO reason for repressing the
-answer I ha\'e found in the reality of Christ's- .presence.

-MERRI

subject
matter,
which, with a the brooding, uncertain
clod of
few minor exceptions, deals with a Schul berg.
one man's progress from courtThe most successful
of the
ship t? marriage
to extra-mario
stories is the first in the book,
tal bl.lss. Fortunately,
however, Heart of the Artichoke. in which
Gold 1::; go member of .the a.vant the hero is a moral man-but
garde rather than an inhabitant
not so moral that he juts his
of Nort!t
Beach.
The
avant jaw and declares that "we will
garde discovered
~evcral ye~l;s I face down the scoundrels, Mary
ago ,;hat the tour~~ts had fH~-! Lou, and justice triumph."
In.
ally got the word, and that It stead,
Gold has
recounted
a
was ,~o" longer
necess?-ry,
?r 'normal human being, acting as
even
In
to deal exclustvejy
In la normal
human
being would
t~e jargon of the b3;d news fr,om react, rather than as a normal
VIenna.
The
tourists.
alw?-ys 'actor would portray for a thirty
happy to pretend to .somethmg
minute thriller. This is the prime
they aren t, ~oved
In to
the ingredient
in
all
of
Gold's
vacate~
beatnik houses, grew stories, in fact. His storybook
well.tl'1:nmed beards, and work- characters
are real people, and
ed their. way f~om Spack; to therefore unable to rise to the
Jung, while the ga~de moved on heroic height
demanded
of a
ahead
to look WIth scorn at screen star-e-rather
than
fight
psychology
spcuters, . .Gold does the just fight or do the noble
thls openly at one pol nt, where, deed, Gold's characters take the
as the divorced h~sband .return- easiest, most painless way out
ed t<;, talk to hI~. ex.w\~e, he of their troubles, and then try
desc~Ibes her inabIlity to speak to reconcile their actions with
~ngIIsh," rather than "commun·
the moral values which they:""Icate on a verbal level."
story1:;>ook characters,
to
be
Elsewhere.
however"
Gold's! sure-have
got out of story.
II

healthy'disgust

with psycholog- I books,

ical preoccupation
is displayed
by the mental
health
of his
characters.
Each
is
going
through Whatever pasBion or ex.
citt'ment is necessary
to fulfill
the short.stoJ:.y requirements
of
conflict, but none is the manic·
depressive
of a Salinger,
the
gynomaniac
of a Hemingway or

I the
sorceress,
while onlookers
see
real clowns tumbling about;
he tries to show the fumbling
attempts ?f the young marrieds
to reconcile themselves. to the
\:,h.olly u.nglamorous business of
llviug WIth each othe.r twentyfour hours at ~
Instead of
over a stolen, Hlegtttmate
week
end, and the growing boredom
such attempts.
cause;
and. he
complete~ hl~ Cll'~l~
renewmg
the magrc WIth 11l1CIt extramar~tal .contacts, . l~ugh~ng at the
Illogical .certamlty displayed by
hIS trusting c~aracters,
each of
who~ IS cert~~n,. as .we are all
ce!tam, that
thI~ tIme. was a
n:lstake, f:om WhI.ch I ~Il1 profI~ next time, W.hlCh \~,ll1 be a
miatake from WhICh ...
Perhaps the writing of these
stories served as an emetic for
Onld. allowing him to pick up
his past life and examin.e it, to
loo~ for reas~ns
for hIS own
actIOns as a, dIvorced father, an
unfaithful
husband,
and a be·
wildered suitor. Fortunately
for
the read~r.
however,
whether

tirr:t~

?y

Gold found tho reasons or not.

The theme is a simple one as
far as continuity in the novel is
concerned,
and is made com.
plex only by never being stated.
Gold attempts to show the magic
i.nherent in being a bachelor, in
love, and about to marry, and
the fact. that that magic is only
there for the magician
and his

he ~efuses to force them on his
ch.~~acter~\
t t d'
1
e m,os t o~ s 3;n Il,lg ex~mfh e
o~ that res rat~t I~ gIven In
e
fIrst h~lf of Pa~~s. and .Clev~.
land ale Voyag.es, In WhIch ~IS
character, conVInced that a gIrl
can be made,
goes home to
(Continued on Page 4)

BEYMER

Holland Farmer
I n Independenee

,

Schools in America would be
more fun to attend than schools
in Holland, says Dirk De Boer,
who is presently
visiting
with
the Joe Rogers family of Independence.
Dirk explained
that education
in Holland is pretty much the
traditional
book method,
and
that American schools tend to inelude many extras. Schools, in
Holland, are jw;,t for the lessons,
and most studying
is done at
home.
Languages
are very important
in Holland, because
not many
people in the world speak Dutch.
For example, if you go through
all the academic
schools,
you
will have background
speaking
abilities
in
English.
French,
German,
Greek and Latin, be·
sides Dutch. Dirk, who attend·
ed technical
and
agricultural
schools at home, arrived in the
Untted States in April and spoke
no En~1ish, now he speaks well.
and understands
even this rapid
speaking reporter.
Dirk iR spending a year in the
UnUed States Rnd is most inter·
ested in farming. His plans are
a vacationer's
dream, as he is
traveling on his own and not on
the usual
tour plan in which
you see only "typical" America.
He arrived in the United States
via air and touched
down in
New York and Dpnver enroute
to Boise. Dirk has an uncle in
Nyssa, Oregon.
and for eight
months worked for him to pay
expense~ of his trio, and at the
same
time
learning
farming

methods_

I

you know, is the land of dikes,
but, Dirk assures me that it was
not he who saved the country
by sticking
his finger
in the
dike!
Commenting
on foreign mat·
tel's, Dirk thinks
the Common
Market will be good for Europe
and the Western world, and he
thinks Great Britain should be a
member state. Dirk thinks that
the Common Market would help
Europe
in making
it stronger
economically to withstand
Soviet
pressures.
Dirk is 20 years old, likes the
U~ited States and Oregon, ~ut
WIll return to Holland, and WIth
his younger brother will work a
65acre dairy and sheep farm. He
p,lans to leave for New York in
mid·Mach and then on April 16
will leave for Holland.
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hold back the North Sea, Dike

I

During
the summer
of 1963
more than 700 science teachers
will participate
in research programs at 90 colleges and uni·
versities throughout this country.

The Dutch
have hadlow·
a lying
long I! I
tradition
of reclaiming
polders"
and building
d.ikes to
building in Holland is onc of the
five new wonders of the world.
accordinf?
to
our
Hollander
friend.
Much of the reclaimed
land is fiftppn feet below sea
level, he tells us.
The
most
unique difference between farm·
ing in Holland and the United
States
is that in Holland
you
take water out of the land and
in the United States you irrigate.
Dirk
explained.
Dairy
farming
is the main occupation
of Hollanders.
The Netherlands,

I

FISCHER'S
Monmouth Mkt.
QUALITY MEATS
GROCERIES
VEGETABLES

Who knows water better than a fish?

The fish we employ as water experts are tiny Sticklebacks. We pay them liberally in brine-shrimp, no
salary deductions.
It's all because we use millions of gallons of water
daily in our refineries. After use, it is treated with
algae, bacteria, chemicals, sunshine and oxygen, to
make sure the water is clean and pure when we
return it to stream or sea.

FISH
FRO~N

As an ultimate safeguard, we let our Sticklebacks
test the water, before it is released. If they like it,
we know it will be happy water for any fish.
The object is to keep our streams and coastal waters
pollution-free with abundant fish to nibble your
hooks, and clean playgrounds for your water sports.
Many other industries which depend upon water are
equally careful. Our common concern
is to protect a priceless herits ge.

Planning ahead to serve you better

FOOD LOCKERS

We Give S&H Green

--~, ,

Stamps
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OIL
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Comeback Rally
Gains Victory
McCullough'c
pack of Wolves
created their own minor storm
in Monmouth Tuesday night as
they rallied in the second half of
an exciting game with Portland
State College to win, 73 to 65.
and gain a tighter hold on their
second place title in the Oregon
Collegiate Conference standtngs.]
The storm created by the fastmoving
Wolves came after
a
35-27 trailing
at intermission,
and had its headwind in quickfooted Darrell Brandt and ballstealing
Lloyd Cole. A fair torrent of shots by Toby Wolf, Gary
Morton, and Rick Read gave the
second half an outstanding
38
point
gain over the flustered
Viking
squad.
From the last
quarter to the last two seconds.
the victory current hardly lulled
as the Wolves gained
on the
Vikings, quickly out-paced their
zoning tactics,
and ended the
match with a whirlwind of seven points in a minute
and a
half of all-out, accurate strength.
Brandt was high point man for
the entire game with 23 of the
OCE total; PSC's Marv Wollmoth
had 16. Other top scorers for the
Wolves were Gary Morton, Rick
Read, Lloyd
Cole, and
Steve
Rank!n. The Viks' Hollingsworth,
Shrunk
and Nelson were two-

Book Review
(Continued

OCE

consciously force his wife into a
fight in order to allow him to
pretend a justification
for going
after the girl he wants for purely
earthy
reasons.
Hemingway
would have had the fight first,
then gone to the girl, Salinger
would have gone to the girl and
then
fought,
and
Schul berg
would have debated the matter
for the
most
part
of three
chapters:
Gold, and the average
American
male,
would
have
done it as it was done.
A review is meant, to some
degree, to be a piece of material which allows its reader to decide whether
or not the book
under discussion -Is worth reading; Gold is talking
about the
people next door, my wife and
your brother-in-law,
rather than
about Rock Hudson and Jayne
Mansfield, which makes bis subjects
interesting
people.
He
writes in an unobtrusive
manner, neither cluttering
his sentences with adjectives nor clawing rigid similes out of tortured
phrases, presenting his stories in
a manner most readable, which
is an att-too. rare accomplish.
ment in the age of sinister dialogue between drug addicts and
jazz
musicians.
Most of all,
however. Gold has presented
a
guide
for young
marrieds-a
guide which tells them
quite
emphatically
that other people
have
problems,
other
people
can't
solve
them,
and
other
people are just about as bored
\\lith each other.

Folks Festival To
Include IlScapin"

Balls Change Sex

,.

OFF AND RUNNING by John I. Day

Another~~TripleCrown"
~'~~'~Ji;i:~.~,_.

.;:,~,~
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Scuba Diving Aids
Fish Commission
In Research Work
The increasingly
popular sport
of SCUBA diving is being put to
usc more and more by personnel of the Oregon Fish Commission. Presently, there are over 20
staff
members
trained
in the
usc of this gear.
For the benefit of the unitiatcd. the term SCUBA refers to
"self-contained
u n d e r w ate r
breathing
apparatus,"
a real
mouthful in anyone's language.
The equipment is of the popular
navy "frog-man"
type - rubber
or "wet" suit for insulation, face
mask, oxygen tank with breathing tubes, and swim fins. This
outfit differs from the old-time
diving suits with long air lines
cxtending down from a floating
station above the diver, in that
the air. supply is self-contained
and the outfit is much less cumbersome.
SCUBA is applied successfully
on a variety of Fish Commission
projects where underwater
observation
is desirable.
The initial work was done in con neetion with fish passage at hydroelectric projects and certain construction works of the commission. Underwater
inspections
of
the Brownlee Reservoir net on
Middle Snake River helped materially in evaluating
this controversial Iish-col lecting facility.
At Walterville Canal on the MeKenzie
River
and
Willamctte
Falls ncar Oregon City, commlssion divers have taken part in
cooperative
periodic
operations
with industry designed to move
fish past obstructions to passage
at critical times. Assistance with
the installation
of water-control
facilities at the outlet works of
• Wahkeena
Rearing Pond in the
Columbia
River gorge and of
fish racks in hatchery
streams
are
other
notable
examples
where SCUBA is being productively
employed
in
the
Fish
Commission programs.
A more recent use is in the
l study of juvenile salmon behavior in reservoirs, currently being

ARMOUR STAR

As publication of the third
edition of Merriam Webster's
dictionary demonstrated earlier this year, common usagecan make a word a part of
the language. So, in the language of horse racing, the
-ITripleCrown"
has come to
mean any three important
races. The original T rip I e
Crown was made up of the
Kentucky
Derby, Preakness
and Belmont Stakes. Then, in
the handicap di vis ion, the
Metropolitan, Suburban and
:Brooklyn came to be known
as the Handicap Triple Crown.
In 1961, the New York Racing
Assoeiation
inaugurated
the
Triple Crown for Fillies. Now
we have an International Triple Crown-England's
King
George VI and Queen ElizaPath Stakes, France's Prix de

Saturday,
February
23 is the
date our folks will be arriving'
on the O.C.E. campus
for the
1963 Folks Festival. Everyone is
urged to invite his parents. Plans
are going ahead for a banquet,
All-Campus Sing, dormitory open·house and coffee hour. A basketball
game-D.
C. E. versus
O. T. I. and bowlingO. C. E.
versus Pacific University are features of Saturday
afternoon.
A
choice is also to be found in an
evening entertainment.
"Scapin"
by Moliere win be produced in
the elementary
school gymnas·
ium and the All·Campus
Sing
will be held in the O. C. E. gym.
Students
desiring
that
their
parents
see "Scapin"
need to
purchase tickets early for them·
selves and their parents.

L'Arc de Triomphe and our
own, Washington D. C. Inter ..
national at Laurel, Maryland.
The winner of this trio of
events could hardly be denied
the title Champion of the
World. The title might almost
be bestowed on the winner of
the Laurel race alone. The top
horses the world over are in ..
vited to participate by John
D. Schapiro, founder of the
global classic, while a Selection Committee chooses the
American entrants. Scheduled
for November 12 this year,
the $125,000 Veterans'
Day
feature at Laurel has in ten
runnings drawn 96 h 0 r s e 8
from 16 countries. The score
after ten runnings stands at
five victories for American
horses and five for the for·
eign. stars.
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IN PERSON,

BANQUET

New Shipment

Of Nylon Girdles

Extra Longs
"Sport

Mates"

"Strike

Pants"

.$5,00 - $5,95'
Pantie

$8.95

Girdles

RANDALL'S TOGGERY
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We Give S&H Green Stamps

SHANK PORTION

Italian,

2·lb. Tin 97 c

Chicken,

l-LB_ TIN

Turkey,

Beef, Mexican

Frozen Dinners

SWEET~EpEAS

"0'."0

1 Oc

iCE CRiEoAM 59

c

",OAe

S&W

CREAMY OR CRUNCHY
I

RICH, TASTY

TOMATO
JUICE
PIONEER LANES
BOWLING CENTER

WE GIVE
S&H
GREEN STAMPS

February

This Week's Top Intramural
Team - Rinky Dinks. High
Series. Bob Wynia, 541; High Score, Frank Laws. 202.

Support

Your

Favorite Intramural
Bowling
6:00 P. M. Tuesdays
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meet your frienels at
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7 Days Per Week
7 through

February

Comer of W. Main & S. MOD.

the tusk is already
high, and
knowledge
of results
is available to the performer?
Cumm iskey points out that it
is often assumed
by educators,
coaches, and others, that verbal
encouragement,
called or spoken
out to a performer of a physical
task while he is doing the task,
will help him perform the task
better.
To test this assumption,
Cummiskey performed
two tests, a
physical education oriented task
involving
the bouncing
or volleying the ball against
a wall
target, and a "paper and pencil" task, requiring
the student
to cross out numbers in a predetermined
sequence.
Over 200 boys
between
the
ages of 10 and 14 years took part
conducted in North Fork Reser- in the tests, which were divided
voir on the Clackamas River, and into short-term
(one 45-second
Lake Simtustus,
behind Pelton trial) and long term (series of 5
Dam on the Deschutes River. Be- au.scconcn trials.
cause young salmon are generally found in streams,
knowlConclusions of the study indiedge of their behavior as they cate thai
imposed
verbal
enpass through reservoirs seaward couragement
and motivating
inis of great importance
in eva Iu- structtons
did not improve perating many fish passage
prob- formance.
Icms.
In the case of short term perAnother Important
project is formance, in fact, verbal encourthe pilot study of natural rearing agement was detrimental
to the
of si Ivcr salmon
in Hall and
Schu tpcltz Lakes of the Tenmile results.
Lakes system on the southern
This was not true, however, in
Oregon coast near Coos Bay. By the longer trial series. The deusing SCUBA gear, Fish Com- grec of difficulty
of the test
mission personnel
are learning
Cummiskey
said, and the "inthe habits of planted
fry and tnnstc''
motivation
connected
some of the factors which migJ:tt with it seemed to be factors in
Iimi t production in lakes of this the effectiveness
of the performtype.
ance. The more sl<illed performI crs in the tests were more susThe name Hong Kong means II ccpfiblc to Imposed stimulation
"Fragrant
Harbor" in Chinese.
than those less skilled.

PEANUT
BUTTER

Independence-Monmouth

Magazines

8, 1963

The need for physical educators and educators in general to
"look again"
into the assumption that encouragement
usually improves
performance
and
cannot harm it, it is pointed out
Jn a paper recently presented by
Dr. J. Kenneth Cummiskey,
associate professor of physical education at the Oregon College of
Education.
The paper, presented
at the
College Physical Education
Association national convention
in
San Francisco, presents the results of tests on the question:
can the performance
of children
on complex,
perceptual
motor
tasks be improved
by imposed
stimulation
(verbal
encouragement) when motivation
toward

DRIp OR REGULAR

MJB

February

Presents Paper

HAM
COFFEE

MA YFRESH

Us i n g
airborne
electronic
equipment,
International
Nicl{el
Company technicians are able to
search for mineral deposits at a
rate of 100 miles each hour, exploring below water, snow, ice
and surface soils.

MORLAN'S
Fountain Lunch

I Cummiskey

SPORTS

digit scorers.
Both teams shot well in field
attempts.
OCE had a .460 and
PSC a .444. But the Wolves out
The second tournament
bas·
shot them from the free throw lcctball game was played Thu rsline, .714 to .583, and managed
day at 6:30 p.m. between Cotto out-rebound
the tall Vikings, tage and Todd. The Cottage de28·26, Read leading
his team featcd Todd by a score of 8·7.
mates in this field.
Playing for the Cottage were:
Tuesday night, however, found . Peggy Wolfenbarger
(G) Capt.;
Bob Marr, important
center for Rose Carter. (F); Julie Marshall
the squad,
watching
from the (F); Sheri Bailey
(G);
Sandy
sidelines
and wearing
a neck Ashbough
(F); and Joan Richbrace, as a result of a slipped ard (GL
vertebra, that will put him out
The Todd team included: Conof the line for the remaining
nie Read (F), Capt, Julia Bayer
season. Another sour note in the (F); Sue Patterson
(F);
Mary
weekend's outlook as the Wolves Jean Lewis (G); Gloria Snively
meet the SOCE team is the re- (El ; Mary
Rankin
(G);
and
suIting
knee injury
that may Francis Stevens CGL
well put Toby Wolf out of the
The score at the end of the
weekend's match too.
first quarter was 3-2 in favor of
Friday
night,
however,
will Todd, the second quarter ended
see the Southern
Oregon Red in a 5-4 score still in favor of
Raiders on the home court of Todd. At the end of the final
the
Wolves
as
McCullough's
quarter the score stood in a 5-5
wolf pack seeks added assurance
tie 3!J1d the game went into a
in conference standtns and the three. minute
over time.
The
SOCE team,
now third in the game was ended with a score of
standings
with a 4-6 record, at- 8-7 when Peggy Wolfenbarger
tempts to upset the 5-4 record made a free throw and a field
of the home team. A repeat rally goal, sending the Cottage ahead.
and success as Tuesday night is
The individual
scores of each
anticipated
however, as the OCE girl as as follows: Peggy Wolfsquad of tiny but mighty fleet- enbargcr
(Cottage)
2; Sandy
footers is backed by an enthusiAshbough
(Cottage)
3; Connie
as tic crowd of. fans. Games are Read (Todd) 2; Mary Jean Lewscheduled for 8 p.m. Friday and is' (Todd)
2; Gloria
Snively
1:30 p.m. Saturday afternoon on (Todd) 2; Mary Rankin (Todd)
the Monmouth court.
1.
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